Readers Mom blogs and their children have the opportunity to
learn about their hidden talents
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We promised that we would encourage active commentators, and today we have a surprise number
1 for you (yes, there will also be a number two and, quite likely, even three :)).

We site creators of my talents with a unique offer were turned to us: as part of the heading, Mama
Tormary Community Mom's Blogs will be provided with a free consultation, as a result of which you
will learn what abilities you or your child can develop at the moment life, and also receive specific
recommendations. , how and why do it.
Who is responsible for this? ?
Three cute women, mothers and girlfriends, using the potential of the three Sciences of psychology,
numerology and physiognomy in photographs and several leading issues determine the locality of
the person to a particular activity. What do you learn / get?
The five main abilities that can be developed in the age in which you are now, with knowledge and
experience available;
Three classes for relaxing the nervous system and the accumulation of energy suitable for you;
Types of exercises to maintain the life tone of the body and physical form suitable for your age;
Actions for a more harmonious feeling of yourself. Measures to increase self-esteem;
The country that is most suitable for your stay and accommodation. What should I do for this?
Just leave a comment for this post. The authors of the three first comments will receive consultation
my talents as a gift!
After receiving personal recommendations, on the basis of impressions (positive and negative) of
our readers, a post-review will be drawn up, which will be published on Mom's blogs in the heading
is checked by moms. So before you leave an interested comment, keep in mind that after receiving
a consultation, you will need to write a couple of lines on how you rate the service.
Good luck to everyone! We promised that we would encourage active commentators, and today we
have a surprise number 1 for you (yes, there will also be a number two and, quite likely, even three
:)).
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